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  Yellowstone Cougars Toni Karen Ruth,Polly C. Buotte,Maurice G. Hornocker,2019 Examines the effect of wolf
restoration on cougar population in Yellowstone National Park. No other study has addressed theoretical and
practical aspects of competition between large carnivores. A thorough examination of cougar ecology, how they
interact and [are] influenced by wolves, how this knowledge informs management and conservation--Provided by
publisher.
  Lights, Camera, Telemedicine , Lights, Camera, Telemedicine is an article written by Marilynn Larkin that
originally appeared in the May-June 1997 issue of FDA Consumer, a magazine published by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Larkin discusses the practice of telemedicine, which involves the use of computers and
telecommunication equipment to provide health care over long distances. She discusses the benefits and obstacles
of telemedicine. The FDA presents the article online.
  Label Literacy for OTC Drugs ,
  Large Carnivore Conservation Susan G. Clark,David J. Mattson,Rebecca Watters,Avery C. Anderson,Douglas
Clark,Linaya Workman,D. Scott Slocombe,William M. Pym,Micheal L. Gibeau,Seth M. Wilson,Gregory A. Neudecker,James
J. Jonkel,J. Daniel Oppenheimer,Lauren Richie,David N. Cherney,Christina Milloy,2014-05-27 Strategies for
protecting wolves, mountain lions, and more—by taking the human species into account as well: “Very
valuable.”—Journal of Wildlife Management Drawing on six case studies of wolf, grizzly bear, and mountain lion
conservation in habitats stretching from the Yukon to Arizona, Large Carnivore Conservation argues that conserving
and coexisting with large carnivores is as much a problem of people and governance—of reconciling diverse and
sometimes conflicting values, perspectives, and organizations, and of effective decision making in the public
sphere—as it is a problem of animal ecology and behavior. By adopting an integrative approach, editors Susan G.
Clark and Murray B. Rutherford seek to examine and understand the interrelated development of conservation
science, law, and policy, as well as how these forces play out in courts, other public institutions, and the
field. In combining real-world examples with discussions of conservation and policy theory, Large Carnivore
Conservation not only explains how traditional management approaches have failed to meet the needs of all parties,
but also highlights examples of innovative, successful strategies and provides practical recommendations for
improving future conservation efforts. “Building on decades of work, this book integrates biological knowledge
with human dimensions study and charts a course for coexistence with large carnivores.”—Douglas W. Smith, Senior
Wildlife Biologist, Yellowstone National Park
  Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration ,1946
  Governing NOW Maryann Barakso,2018-08-06 Boasting more than five hundred thousand contributing members and five
hundred chapters nationwide, the National Organization for Women has been politically active for more than thirty-
five years. In a book that offers tools for predicting the long-term viability of a range of organizations,
Maryann Barakso traces the political development of NOW. According to Barakso, NOW's activities and the stances it
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has taken throughout its history have been shaped primarily by the organization's internal political system.
Established during the group's founding period, NOW's governance structure consists of a set of principles and
institutional rules that continue to guide the group's internal political dynamics and its decision-making.
Focusing on interactions between NOW leaders and rank-and-file members, Barakso reveals how the organization's
internal structure affects its development and its participation in the wider political arena. The author also
reveals why strategic change has always been such a contentious issue for the organization, the ways in which NOW
enhances civic and political engagement, and the limits on NOW's future mobilizing capacity. Governing NOW
contributes to a deeper understanding of membership-based voluntary associations: why they choose some goals and
tactics over others, why they invest resources as they do, and why they join or abstain from coalition politics.
  Republican Women Catherine E. Rymph,2006 In the wake of the Nineteenth Amendment, Republican women set out to
forge a place for themselves within the Grand Old Party. As Catherine Rymph explains, their often conflicting
efforts over the subsequent decades would leave a mark on both conservative
  The New Feminist Movement Marion Lockwood Carden,1974-04-23 The feminist movement has become an established
force on the American political and social scene. Both the small consciousness-raising group and the large, formal
organization command the attention of our legislative bodies, media, and general public. Maren Lockwood Carden's
new book is the first to look beyond feminist ideas and rhetoric to give a detailed study of the movement—its
structure, membership, and history of the organizations that form a major part of present-day feminism. Fair,
objective, and comprehensive, her study is based on participant observation and in-depth interviews with rank and
file members and local and national leaders in seven representative cities during 1969-1971. In Dr. Carden's
analysis, the movement has two divisions. First, the hundreds of small, informal Women's Liberation consciousness-
raising and action groups. Second, the large, formally structured Women's Rights organizations like the National
Organization for Women (NOW) and the Women's Equity Action League. For both types of organizations, Dr. Carden
covers members' reasons for participation; organizational structure; strategies and actions; and the relationship
between ideology and structure, including the attempts by many groups to work as participatory democracies. She
also discusses the development of the movement from the mid-sixties to the present, and evaluates the long-term
prospects for achieving the objectives of the various new feminist groups. Anyone interested in organizations,
personality and society, and social change will welcome this detailed description and history of a complex and
rapidly changing social movement. Highly readable and free of technical jargon, The New Feminist Movement tells us
what's been happening to women in the last decade, what they want now, and where they may be headed in the future.
  Toward an Intellectual History of Women Linda K. Kerber,2017-12-10 As a leading historian of women, Linda K.
Kerber has played an instrumental role in the radical rethinking of American history over the past two decades.
The maturation and increasing complexity of studies in women's history are widely recognized, and in this
remarkable collection of essays, Kerber's essential contribution to the field is made clear. In this volume is
gathered some of Kerber's finest work. Ten essays address the role of women in early American history, and more
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broadly in intellectual and cultural history, and explore the rhetoric of historiography. In the chronological
arrangement of the pieces, she starts by including women in the history of the Revolutionary era, then makes the
transforming discovery that gender is her central subject, the key to understanding the social relation of the
sexes and the cultural discourse of an age. From that fundamental insight follows Kerber's sophisticated
contributions to the intellectual history of women. Prefaced with an eloquent and personal introduction, an
account of the formative and feminist influences in the author's ongoing education, these writings illustrate the
evolution of a vital field of inquiry and trace the intellectual development of one of its leading scholars.
  Moving the Mountain Flora Davis,1999 Moving the Mountain tells the story of the struggles and triumphs of
thousands of activists who achieved half a revolution between 1960 and 1990. In this award-winning book, the most
complete history of the women's movement to date, Flora Davis presents a grass-roots view of the small steps and
giant leaps that have changed laws and institutions as well as the prejudices and unspoken rules governing a
woman's place in American society. Looking at every major feminist issue from the point of view of the
participants in the struggle, Moving the Mountain conveys the excitement, the frustration, and the creative chaos
of feminism's Second Wave. A new afterword assesses the movement's progress in the 1990s and prospects for the new
century.
  Climbing the Hill Herbert N. Foerstel,Karen P. Foerstel,1996-02-16 Climbing the Hill explores the history and
current status of women members and staff on Capitol Hill. It traces the difficult history of women in Congress,
their slow and painful path to political power and their hopes and fears of today. It presents a comprehensive
analysis of women's success at the polls and within the congressional hierarchy—legislatively, politically, and
socially. Through in-depth research and extensive personal interviews, the authors reveal the deep-rooted sexual
divisions within the U.S. Congress and the continuing struggle of women to break into the old boy network. The
book's comprehensive coverage is unique and up-to-date and will be of interest to scholars, students, and
interested layreaders.
  Phyllis Schlafly and Grassroots Conservatism Donald T. Critchlow,2008-01-15 Based on access to Schlafly's papers
and sixty other archival collections, offers a look at the private life and public convictions of the arch-
conservative and determined opponent of the Equal Rights Amendment, gay rights, and reproductive freedom.
  Tidal Wave Sara Evans,2010-05-11 Forty years ago few women worked, married women could not borrow money in their
own names, schools imposed strict quotas on female applicants, and sexual harassment did not exist as a legal
concept. Yet despite the enormous changes for women in America since 1960, and despite a blizzard of books that
continue to argue about women's proper place, there has not been a serious, definitive history of what happened --
until now. Sara M. Evans is one of our foremost historians of women in America. Her book Personal Politics is a
classic that captured the origins of the modern women's movement; its successor, Born for Liberty, set the
standard for sweeping histories of women. In Tidal Wave Evans again sets the standard by drawing on an
extraordinary range of interviews, archives, and published sources to tell the incredible story of the past forty
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years in women's history. Encompassing both the so-called Second Wave of feminism's initial explosion in the 1960s
and 1970s, and the Third Wave of the 1980s and 1990s, she challenges traditional interpretations at every step.
She shows that the Second Wave was beset by fragmentation and infighting from the beginning; its slogan, the
personal is political, was both a rallying cry and the seed of its self-destruction. Yet the Third Wave has been
surprisingly strong, and almost all women today might be thought of as feminists -- in practice if not in name.
From national events, and from leaders of institutions such as NOW and Emily's List to little-known local stories
of women who simply wanted more out of their lives only to discover that they were creating a movement, Tidal Wave
paints a vast canvas of a society in upheaval -- from politics to economics to popular culture to marriage and the
family. Today, Evans argues, the women's movement is as alive and vital as ever, precisely because it has enjoyed
such stunning success. Though not all women are comfortable with the term feminist, the vast majority hold jobs
and enjoy previously unimaginable personal freedoms. Never before in American or world history have women
experienced full and equal citizenship and opportunity. At last, the extraordinary story can be told.
  With a Lot of Help from Our Friends Nancy M. Olson,2003 This book tells the inside story of government attempts
to deal with the American alcohol problem from 1970 to 1980, the most important decade in the history of alcohol
legislation since Prohibition, with the famous Hughes Act as its centerpiece. We meet the friends and supporters
of Harold Hughes, the charismatic senator and former governor from Iowa, and Marty Mann, the beloved first lady of
Alcoholics Anonymous.The author, herself a major participant in these events, describes the struggles and triumphs
of this small band of recovered alcoholics and their friends as they bared their souls before congressional
hearings and succeeded in convincing a Congress and three reluctant Presidents to support this effort.Nancy Olson
offers us a unique behind-the-scenes view of the alcoholism legislation that changed America during the 1970s.
Both those interested in alcoholism and those intrigued by the legislative process will find this book
fascinating. Well-documented and clearly written, this book tells a story that has long needed telling. Ernest
Kurtz, author of Not-God: A History of Alcoholics AnonymousWritten in an engaging style, the book includes vivid
accounts of incidents and exchanges, with a cast list including members of Congress and their staffs, federal
administrators, scientists, and representatives of the alcoholism movement and of the alcohol industries. The book
is essential reading for anyone interested in the modern development of thinking and action about alcoholism and
alcohol issues in the U.S. Robin Room, Professor and Director of the Centre for Social Research on Alcohol and
Drugs, Stockholm University, Sweden
  Women of the New Right Rebecca Klatch,2010-09-13 The first coherent picture of who joins such movements as the
New Right and how they think.
  The Politics of Women's Rights Christina Wolbrecht,2010-04-24 Here Christina Wolbrecht boldly demonstrates how
the Republican and Democratic parties have helped transform, and have been transformed by, American public debate
and policy on women's rights. She begins by showing the evolution of the positions of both parties on women's
rights over the past five decades. In the 1950s and early 1960s, Republicans were slightly more favorable than
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Democrats, but by the early 1980s, the parties had polarized sharply, with Democrats supporting, and Republicans
opposing, such policies as the Equal Rights Amendment and abortion rights. Wolbrecht not only traces the
development of this shift in the parties' relative positions--focusing on party platforms, the words and actions
of presidents and presidential candidates, and the behavior of the parties' delegations in Congress--but also
seeks to explain the realignment. The author considers the politically charged developments that have contributed
to a redefinition and expansion of the women's rights agenda since the 1960s--including legal changes, the
emergence of the modern women's movement, and changes in patterns of employment, fertility, and marriage.
Wolbrecht explores how party leaders reacted to these developments and adopted positions in ways that would help
expand their party's coalition. Combined with changes in those coalitions--particularly the rise of social
conservatism within the GOP and the affiliation of social movement groups with the Democratic party--the result
was the polarization characterizing the parties' stances on women's rights today.
  Radical Sisters Anne M. Valk,2024-02-12 Radical Sisters offers a fresh exploration of the ways that 1960s
political movements shaped local, grassroots feminism in Washington, D.C. Rejecting notions of a universal
sisterhood, Anne M. Valk argues that activists periodically worked to bridge differences for the sake of
alleviating women's plight, even while maintaining distinct political bases. While most historiography on the
subject tends to portray the feminist movement as deeply divided over issues of race, Valk presents a more nuanced
account, showing feminists of various backgrounds both coming together to promote a notion of sisterhood and being
deeply divided along the lines of class, race, and sexuality.
  Minority Rights, Majority Rule Sarah A. Binder,1997-06-13 Minority Rights, Majority Rule seeks to explain a
phenomenon evident to most observers of the US Congress. In the House of Representatives, majority parties rule
and minorities are seldom able to influence national policy making. In the Senate, minorities quite often call the
shots, empowered by the filibuster to frustrate the majority. Why did the two chambers develop such distinctive
legislative styles? Conventional wisdom suggests that differences in the size and workload of the House and Senate
led the two chambers to develop very different rules of procedure. Sarah Binder offers an alternative, partisan
theory to explain the creation and suppression of minority rights, showing that contests between partisan
coalitions have throughout congressional history altered the distribution of procedural rights. Most importantly,
new majorities inherit procedural choices made in the past. This institutional dynamic has fuelled the power of
partisan majorities in the House but stopped them in their tracks in the Senate.
  Gender Power, Leadership, and Governance Georgia Duerst-Lahti,Rita Mae Kelly,1995 Investigates how notions of
masculinity and femininity inform ideology, political action, and institutional prejudice
  Inviting Women's Rebellion Anne N. Costain,1992 Political scientists have generally understood it as a
traditional social movement one that gathered its constituents and mobilized its resources to fight for change--in
part, against a government that was hostile or indifferent to women's rights. Costain argues instead for a
political process interpretation that includes the federal government's role in facilitating the movement's
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success. In Costain's analysis, the crumbling of the New Deal coalition in the late sixties created a period of
political uncertainty. Realizing the potential electoral impact of a bloc of women voters, politicians saw the
value of making serious efforts to attract women's support. In this sympathetic political climate, the women's
movement won early legislative stories without needing to develop significant resources or tactical skills. It
also encouraged the movement's emphasis on legislation, particularly the passage of the Equal Rights Amendment.
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